
PHIL 436/536: Addams/Cooper       Dr. McKenna  
T/R 12:00-1:50         SCH 237 
SCH 250C 
 
Office Hours:  
Tuesday 10:45-11:45 
Wednesday 2:45-3:45 
And by appointment. 
emckenna@uoregon.edu 
 
Course Description and Objectives: 
Jane Addams (1860-1935) and Anna Julia Cooper (1858-1964) were both important figures in 
the settlement house movement and in promoting education for underserved populations.  They 
both addressed questions of race, gender, and class.  While best known for her work at Hull 
House in Chicago, Addams was also an influential philosopher who influenced figures such as 
William James, John Dewey, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman.  Born into enslavement Cooper 
went on to earn a PhD in philosophy and was an influential educator whose work is foundational 
for black feminist thought.  In this class we will read Addams and Cooper in a kind of 
conversation.  They were contemporaries (though Cooper lived much longer than Addams) who 
are most commonly recognized as helping to found the fields of sociology and social work.  But 
they are both increasingly recognized as philosophers who wrote and lived their philosophies.  
While coming from very different backgrounds they both focused on important issues of their 
time that remain with us today: racism, sexism, classism, immigration, education, and 
democracy.  We will read their work in light of our contemporary contexts as well as their own. 
 
Course Goals: 
Goals for the course include: 
--developing critical reading skills 
--developing writing skills 
--developing oral presentation and discussion skills 
--gaining familiarity with the work of Val Plumwood and her work in ecofeminism. 
 
 
Texts: 
Addams, Jane, The Long Road of Womans Memory 
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years at Hull House 
Cooper, Anna Julia, The Voice of Anna Julia Cooper 
 
Recommended: 
Knight, Louise W., Jane Addams, Spirit in Action 
May, Vivian M., Anna Julia Cooper, Visionary Black Feminist 
 
 
 
 
 



Assignments: 
Readings:  You are responsible for all of the required readings each week.  In addition to these 
readings, you are expected to pursue secondary readings on the course material in support of 
your own interests and the final paper.  
 
Discussion Leadership and Précis:  Each participant will sign up to take special responsibility for 
one day of the course.  Graduate students will do this on their own. Undergraduates will do this 
in pairs.  On that day, you will be especially well-prepared to answer questions about the 
readings and introduce topics for class discussion.  You will also select one of the primary 
readings and write a short précis on that reading.  The précis should summarize the argument of 
the work and discuss it in relation to an organizing interest (connecting it to your paper topic is a 
good idea).  For undergraduate students the précis should be 600-800 words in length.  For 
graduate students the précis should be 800-1000 words in length. The précis will be worth 10% 
of your grade and your time as discussion leader will be worth 10%.  Submit on Canvas. 
 
Reading Questions: Each student will write three reading questions.  You may choose when to 
write these, but you may not write one the same day you are scheduled to be discussion leader.  
At least ONE reading question must be completed by the end of week 4.  They are due to me on 
Canvas at least 24 hours before the class meeting in which we will be discussing that reading.  
These are one-page (single spaced) papers in which you raise a question prompted by the reading 
and then respond and discuss.  These are not to be simple factual questions, but questions of 
implication, interpretation, consistency, and the like.  
 
Paper Prospectus and Annotated Bibliography: In the 7th week, you will submit a prospectus of 
your final paper with two components:  (1) a 2-3 page detailed description of the topic and 
outline of your proposed argument; and (2) an annotated bibliography.  For undergraduate 
students the bibliography must have at least three primary or peer-reviewed secondary texts that 
you intend to consult (in addition to texts assigned for the course).  Each annotation should be 
about 200 words and include a summary of the book or article as well as an indication of its 
relevance for your project.  For graduate students the bibliography must have at least five 
primary or peer-reviewed secondary texts that you intend to consult (in addition to texts assigned 
for the course).  Each annotation should be about 250 words and include a summary of the book 
or article as well as an indication of its relevance for your project.  Your prospectus must receive 
my approval in order for your final term paper to be accepted.  The prospectus will be worth 
10% of your final course grade. 
 
Term Paper: Your term paper is on a topic of your choice.  For undergraduate students the 
paper should be 2500-3000 words.  For graduate students the paper should be 3500-4000 words.  
Papers will focus on materials read for class and secondary sources beyond the course readings.  
Your paper will be worth 40% of your grade.  Final papers are due on Tuesday, June 12th by 
5:00 on Canvas. 
 
Attendance and Participation: Attendance is required.  Class will focus on guided discussions of 
the material so students need to be on time and prepared to participate.  At a minimum this 
means having completed the reading, thought about it, having questions ready, and listening 



actively (rather than just waiting one’s turn to speak or dominating the conversation).  Paper 
presentations will be included here. 
 
Discussion is an important part of any philosophy class.  Each student is expected to be in class, 
be prepared to discuss the material, and pay attention to the discussion.  

A- Exceptional:  To achieve an A the expectations are that the student has perfect 
attendance, he/she is recognized as a leader in discussion and consistently both contributes 
to and brings the conversation to a deeper level, without dominating the discussion to such 
an extent that it inhibits participation by other students. 
B- Very Good.  To achieve a B expectations are that the student will have very good 
attendance (present around 95% of the time).  Takes a very active role in discussion section 
and remarks are consistently helpful and on topic. 
C- Good.  To achieve a C expectations are that the student has good attendance (present 
around 90% of the time).  Participates in discussions, but not consistently. 
D-Poor.  To achieve a D expectations are that the student will miss no more than four 
classes.  Participates in discussions sporadically. 
F-Failing. Has poor attendance and/or is not a positive contributor to discussions. 
 
To calculate grades for “participation” I will weigh all of these factors in a holistic manner 
at the end of the term.  

 
 
Grading:   

 
Précis            10% 
Discussion Leader         10% 

 Reading Question #1           5% 
 Reading Question #2           5% 
 Reading Question # 3           5% 

Paper Prospectus/bibliography       15% 
 Final paper          40% 
 Participation          10% 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Failure to complete any assignment results in automatic failure of the 
class. 
 
Academic Honesty 
Students who engage in acts of academic dishonesty, which in this class would mean cheating on 
an exam or paper, will receive a failing grade for the assignment and may fail the class. For a full 
description of forms of academic dishonesty, please see: 
https://uodos.uoregon.edu/StudentConductandCommunityStandards/AcademicMisconduct.aspx 
 
 
 
 
 

https://uodos.uoregon.edu/StudentConductandCommunityStandards/AcademicMisconduct.aspx


Schedule: This schedule may be adjusted.  Changes will be announced in class. 
 
September:  
 
25 (T) Introduction   
 
27 (R) Forward from Twenty Years (vii-xvi); Ch.1 from The Voice (1-43) 
 
October 
 
2 (T) Twenty Years chs. 2-3 (Influence of Lincoln, Boarding School Ideals—33-59) and Voice 
ch. 11 (The Intellectual Profress of Colored Women—201-205) 
 
4 (R) Twenty Years, ch. 4 (The Snare of Preparation—60-74) Voice chs. 12-13 (The Ethics of 
the Negro Question, The Social Settlement—206-223) 
 
9 (T) Twenty Years chs. 5-7 (The First Days at Hull-House, The Subjective Necessity for the 
Social Settlements, Some Early Undertakings at Hull-House—75-117) 
 
11 (R) Voice chs. 2-4 (Our Raison D’Etre, Womanhood, The Higher Education of Women—51-
87) 
 
16 (T) Voice chs. 5-7 (“Woman versus the Indian,” Status of Women in America, Has America a 
Race Problem?—88-133) 
 
18 (R) Voice ch. 8 (The Negro as Presented in American Literature—134-160) 
 
23 (T) Voice chs. 9-10 (What are we Worth?, The Gain from a Belief—161-196) 
 
25 (R) Twenty Years chs. 8-9 (Problems of Poverty, A Decade of Economic Discussion—118-
147) 
 
30 (T) Twenty Years chs. 10-11 (Pioneer Labor Legislation in Illinois, Immigrants and Their 
Children, 148-185) 
 
November 
 
1 (R) Voice chs. 14, 16, 17, 20, 21 (Sketches from a Teacher’s Notebook, The Humor of 
Teaching, My Racial Philosophy, Angry Saxons and Negro Education, Hitler and the Negro—
224-229, 232-237, and 259-265)  and Denise James’s “Reading Anna Julia Cooper: Black 
Feminist Visionary Pragmatism, Philosophy’s Culture of Justification and Belief) (32-45)—on 
Canvas 
 
6 (T) Voice chs. 22-23 (The Social Conditions of the French-American Colonies, Black Slavery 
and the French Nation—272-290)  Prospectus due from graduate students. 
 



8 (R) Voice ch. 24-25 (Equality of the Races and the Democratic Movement, Legislative 
Measures concerning Slavery in the United States: 1787-1850—291-304)  Prospectus due from 
undergraduate students. 
 
13 (T) Long Road chs. Introductions and chs. 1-2 (Introduction, Transmuting the Past, Reacting 
on Life—ix-xxi and 3-28) and Fischer’s “Trojan Women and the Devil Baby Tales: Addams on 
Domestic Violence (81-106)—on Canvas 
 
15 (R) Long Road chs. 3-5 (Disturbing Conventions, Integrating Industry, Challenging War—
29-67) 
 
20 (T) Twenty Years ch.1 (Earliest Impressions—19-32) and Long Road ch. 6 (A Personal 
Experience—68-79) 
 
22 (R) Thanksgiving Break 
 
27 (T) Present papers 
 
29 (R) Present papers 
 
December 
 
Finals: Tuesday, December 3rd—paper due on Canvas   
    
 
 
  
 


